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Complementary Product Recommendation for Long-tail Products
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Identifying complementary relations between products plays a key role in e-commerce Recommender Systems (RS). Existing methods
in Complementary Product Recommendation (CPR), however, focus only on identifying complementary relations in huge and data-rich
catalogs, while none of them considers real-world scenarios of small and medium e-commerce platforms with limited number of
interactions. In this paper, we discuss our research proposal that addresses the problem of identifying complementary relations in
such sparse settings. To overcome the data sparsity problem, we propose to first learn complementary relations in large and data-rich
catalogs and then transfer learned knowledge to small and scarce ones. To be able to map individual products across different catalogs
and thus transfer learned relations between them, we propose to create Product Universal Embedding Space (PUES) using textual and
visual product meta-data, which serves as a common ground for the products from arbitrary catalog.
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INTRODUCTION

Since we have entered the information age, amount of consumable content on the internet started to grow exponentially.
For e-commerce platforms, this poses a serious challenge to provide users with products of a high relevance to improve
their customer experience. Although most of the work in RS focuses on understanding relations between users and
products [13, 27], it is also important to understand relations between products themselves. In the e-commerce, there
are two main types of relations - 1) substitute and 2) complementary [18]. Substitute products can be purchased
interchangeably - for example two mobile phones of different type. On the other hand, complementary products are
usually purchased together to serve a joint demand - for example a mobile phone and a mobile case. Complementary
products are generally a basis for “cross-sell” and can significantly contribute to the revenue of the business.

While identifying substitute products is relatively straightforward (e.g., by obtaining the most similar products),
finding complements poses more challenging task. At first, complementary products are not necessarily similar in
the feature space [37]; using a naive distance measure thus may not work. Next, majority of work in CPR makes an
assumption that complementary products are those bought together (co-purchased) [19, 28, 33, 36, 37]. This assumption,
however, introduces non-negligible noise to the ground-truth variable, as the co-purchased products are not always in
complementary relation [38]. Another problem that should be taken into account is the relation asymmetry [37]. For
instance, it is likely that user would buy phone accessories such as battery charger or phone case while buying a phone,
but quite unlikely the other way around. In addition, by mining relations from existing co-purchases, one is able to find
most popular complements, but cannot discover relations for a huge amount of products from long-tail (as there is not
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enough interaction with these). Finally, since the co-purchase strategy may work reasonably well on huge e-commerce
platforms with immense number of purchases such as Amazon, Ebay or Taobao, it is not applicable to medium or small
sized platforms. Since the number of purchases on the medium and small sized e-commerce platforms is considerably
lower, there is much less informative signal available about complementary relations between products. In such sparse
settings (i.e., limited data), standard methods (e.g., association rules [1, 38]) fail. This limitation poses a challenge for
smaller platforms or their RS providers (recommendation-as-a-service (RaaS) businesses) to provide platform users
with accurate complementary recommendations. It also leads to extending the gap and gaining market advantage of big
e-commerce platforms over smaller ones.

One of the approaches that addresses problem with limited data and which became popular in recent years in various
application is transfer learning [41]. Main idea of transfer learning is to train a general-purpose model on vast amount
of data, and then apply (i.e., transfer) learned knowledge on a more specific task, in which little to no data is available.
Transfer learning was successfully applied to numbers of tasks in Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing
lately [23, 26]. Utilizing its idea in RS is, however, more tricky. Since the majority of approaches in RS work with
catalog specific information about products (e.g., product IDs, product categories), learned knowledge is bound to the
catalog and thus not transferable. Cross-system recommendation attempts to apply transfer learning in order to transfer
knowledge between catalogs [39]. However, most of the methods in cross-system recommendation assume known
overlap of users and/or products in considered catalogs, which is usually not the case in real-world scenarios.

In our work, we systematically investigate main challenges in the CPR, such as relation asymmetry, determination of
ground truth labels and discovering missing relations across products. Our research aim is focused on applicability of
proposed methods to real-world scenarios of medium and small sized e-commerce platforms, i.e., scenarios with limited
data - translated to research objectives as follows:

• RO1: Identifying complementary relations. Besides mining product relations through existing co-purchases,
it is vital to focus on discovering new (missing) relations. For this, we propose to consider asymmetric nature of
complements and noisy ground truth labels together with the additional information on products meta-data and
knowledge extracted from LLMs. Complementary relation identification is performed on large and data-rich
catalogs (addressed by RQ2, RQ3).

• RO2: Knowledge transfer to sparse catalogs. After identifying complementary relations in data-rich settings,
the acquired knowledge can be applied to sparse catalogs with little to no co-purchase data. To be able to transfer
this knowledge, we propose to create product unifying embedding space computed from product textual and
visual meta-data optimized for the e-commerce domain (addressed by RQ1, RQ4).

RELATEDWORK

Product representation

To overcome the well known cold-start problem, authors in RS started to use product representations obtained from
textual or visual product meta-data. With such representations, one is able to learn relations on a higher level of
abstraction. For instance, on the IDs level we can extract the knowledge tight to product IDs, e.g., ID 1 is co-purchased
with ID 2. On the product meta-data, we are able to learn relations at higher level of abstraction, such as red dress is
frequently co-purchased with red heels, or in other words, a part of the feature space is co-purchased with another part
of the feature space (i.e., all products that represent red dresses and red heels are complements with a high probability).
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Representation of products based on product meta-data is obtained by topic modelling [19] or, more recently, by using
pre-trained deep learning models operating with text [2, 7] or vision [11, 36]. While using pre-trained deep learning
models is a reasonable choice, these models are usually trained on general-purpose datasets [4, 8]. By fine-tuning the
models on specific domain, such as e-commerce, their performance can be significantly increased [17]. Moreover, since
the models are trained in a way to obtain general knowledge of language or vision itself, e-commerce data will form
only a small portion of the final embedding space [35], which can cause representation degeneration and thus poor
performance on subsequent tasks [5, 30], including the complementary product recommendation. In addition, most
works in CPR use only one modality (textual or visual) at the time [7, 11, 19, 20], whereas each modality can have
varying level of importance across individual domains in e-commerce. Finally, information from various modalities can
reduce the sparsity problem which differs across the e-commerce segments (i.e., it is rare to have rich textual description
for fashion products, however, it is likely that various images will be available).

To obtain effective product representation that will serve as a basis for complementary relation mining, we propose
to create Product Universal Embedding Space (PUES) based on the multi-modal nature of the products, i.e., textual and
visual representation to solve segment-specific data sparsity problem. Embeddings shall be fine-tuned on e-commerce
domain to overcome the representation degeneration and to improve the performance on the subsequent tasks (i.e., by
using them in CPR).

Complementary Product Recommendation

Main goal of CPR is to mine complementary relations between products from the data. The most straightforward way
how to discover such relations is utilizing association rules on co-purchases [1, 38]. While association rules could be
used on dense catalogs with relatively rich history of purchases, they fail in sparse settings with not enough co-purchase
data. In addition, association rules are able to reveal only existing relations (i.e., frequently co-purchased products), and
cannot discover new ones that can be missing in the data.

More recent approaches deal with the CPR problem by modelling product relations with knowledge graphs [7, 19, 32,
37]. Products are represented as nodes and relations between them are represented as edges. There are typically more
types of relations, while most considered are substitute and complementary. Such approaches not only derive existing
relations, but also try to predict new relations (i.e., link prediction task [14]). Historically, shallow models were applied
such as logistic regression [19] or skip-gram-like models [31, 37] on product representations for the link prediction
problem. Recent advances in the field of Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [6, 29] inspired authors to apply GNNs in
CPR, representing nodes (products) as low-dimensional vectors while preserving both network topology structure and
product features and easily perform graph-related tasks [7, 15, 16, 32]. Graph-based models often work with product
representations derived from textual [7, 19, 32] or visual [9, 20, 28] meta-data and thus overcome the activity-related
cold-start problem. However, the extracted knowledge (i.e., complements) is catalog specific and thus not transferable to
entirely new catalogs. The main reason is that these models use catalog specific meta-information about the products,
such as category label or product type to reduce search space in the process of finding the complements [7, 19, 31, 32].
The knowledge they obtain is hence bounded to the specific catalog and its category taxonomy.

In our work we focus on learning complementary relations in a way that makes the learned knowledge applicable to
a long-tail products or new catalog. Using the Product Universal Embedding Space (PUES), and utilizing additional
knowledge extracted by LLMs prompting, the graph-based link prediction is used to reveal missing complementary
relations. In the next step, the PUES allows us to transfer the learned knowledge to new products or new catalogs.
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Our research proposal tackles with well-known problem in RS domain - complementary product recommendations.
Specifically, we aim to improve the first and mandatory step - a complementary relations mining. State-of-the-art
approaches heavily assume that complementary products are often co-purchased, which does not hold for many
examples. Despite that, there is a significant number of long-tail products, where standard approaches obviously fail, as
there is no or limited amount of user activity. Hand by hand with the importance of identified research challenges,
our proposal has a direct industry application by providing a solution for small businesses or their RaaS providers
to Complementary Product Recommendation (CPR). Whereas none of the methods in the CPR considers sparse and
data-limited settings of such businesses, our research fills this gap.

Based on the state-of-the-art analysis, we have identified several open research problems translated to the research
objectives (described above) which we address in our proposal. Our approach consists of three major steps (Figure 1),
which each separately improves particular tasks in CPR. As a first step, the product catalog is represented in the Product
Universal Embedding Space. We employ textual and visual product meta-data and fine-tune pre-trained deep learning
models for the product similarity task. In the next phase, the PUES is used as a basis for complementary relations
mining. However, as there is significant amount of long-tail products, these relations are enhanced with the graph-based
link prediction and with the additional knowledge extracted via the LLMs prompting. As a result, we obtain an oriented
graph representation of complementary relations for a given catalog. Finally, when a new product or even a new catalog
appears, we employ the transfer learning to project new products into the PUES and to impute the complementary
relations based on the pre-learned knowledge. To further explore each step, we have defined four Research Questions
(RQs) we will further explore.

RQ1: Can Product Universal Embedding Space learned on various e-commerce datasets (and domains)
improve performance of subsequent tasks, specifically in highly dynamic scenarios of continuous
appearance of new products?

To construct PUES, we propose to utilize deep learning models for text and vision. To overcome data sparsity, we combine
text and visual representation together to obtain multi-modal representation of products. To further improve product
representation and thus improve the performance on subsequent tasks and reduce the representation degeneration,
we fine-tune these pre-trained models on the e-commerce data. In other words, we fine-tune the models to obtain
embedding space, in which two similar products should be represented close to each other. We specifically focus on
notoriously problematic cases in e-commerce when almost identical products (based on the text description or image),
e.g., men black t-shirt vs. women black t-shirt, are represented close to each other. This is a sub-optimal representation
which causes a serious problem for real-world applications. Besides measuring embedding quality by employing them
on subsequent tasks [21], recent work suggested that quality of embedding space can be also measured by alignment and
uniformity, and theoretically and empirically showed that employing self-supervised contrastive learning [3] directly
optimizes for these two properties [30]. Therefore in our work, we use contrastive learning to fine-tune vision and text
deep learning models for better adaptation to e-commerce domain and thus obtaining product representations with
desired properties.
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Fig. 1. Proposed research idea consists of three major components (left to right): Product Universal Embedding Space (PUES)
represents products across various categories in one universal space (guaranteeing alignment and uniformity property); next PUES
together with user purchases is used to mine complementary relations, which are further extended based on the LLMs knowledge
and graph link prediction; finally the transfer learning is used for new catalogs or domains to generate complementary products.

RQ2: How the application of Large Language Models for the knowledge extraction on complementary
relations improves the complement identification tasks in long-tail products scenario?

Complementary relation between two products is often determined by their co-purchase frequency. However, frequently
co-purchased products are not necessarily complementary [38]. In CPR, majority of the work does not address this
problem and assume that co-purchased products are in complementary relation. We argue that this is far from the truth,
and specifically in medium size e-commerce stores, there is a lot of bias caused by random customers (i.e., the visit and
purchase is driven by the low price product search, rather than regular shopping behavior). To address this problem, we
explore possibility of employing prompt-based Large Language Models (LLMs), such as currently popular ChatGPT,
for ground truth label generation. Results of recent work [40] indicate that LLMs do have the potential to handle data
annotation tasks (via the text-based prompting). Based on the preliminary explorations, there are domains where the
high level knowledge can be extracted. Further experiments with different types of prompts need to be conducted to
determine optimal and universal prompting strategy. For instance we can ask for complements to the product given
product title or the higher level knowledge can be extracted on the product sub-category levels, e.g., “What is the
complement to the PC monitor?” We believe that such additional knowledge can notably improve the complementary
relations identification, especially for niche domains, where there is a low user activity, or low number of multiple
product purchases available.

RQ3: Is it beneficial to apply graph-based model for modeling the relation asymmetry and to discover
missing complementary relations for the complementary products identification task?

When dealing with complementary relations learning, one has to bear in mind that these relations are often asymmetric.
A typical example is that users often buy chargers for their phones however they rarely buy phones for their chargers
[33]. When using graph-based model to learn complementary relations between products, a natural choice how to
model asymmetry is by modelling relations as directed edges. Therefore in our work, we will model products and their
complementary relations by a directed graph. Modelling CPR problem by graph comes with several advantages, such as
ability to easily perform graph-based algorithms, e.g., algorithms for link prediction [14], which is useful for discovering
missing relations in the graph (and thus improve the CPR for long-tail products).

Based on the standard co-purchasing definition, there is a significant amount of products for which no complements
exist. In other words, even if we have enough complements identified either from user activity or from data annotation,
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there are still particular relations that are missing. This is especially true for new or long-tail products, for which
finding complements can be challenging. Previous works in CPR that approached revealing missing relations by a
link prediction reported promising results [19, 31, 37]. However in these works, link prediction algorithms that do
not consider current progress in link prediction domain, were used. We will therefore experiment with application of
several state-of-the-art link prediction algorithms, such as SEAL [34] or SimplE [12], to discover missing relations in the
product graph and utilize the additional information about the products represented in the PUES (researched in RQ1).

RQ4 Are the complementary relations discovered via the proposed approach transferable to unseen and
sparse catalogs?

Mining complementary relations from huge catalogs with vast amount of co-purchase data is challenging yet still
achievable task. The same approaches are, however, not applicable to new catalogs with limited or no co-purchase data.
Still an extensive human power is needed for manual annotation, which is obviously a sub-optimal and not scalable
approach. Therefore we propose to apply ideas from transfer learning [41] and transfer learned knowledge from dense
to sparse catalogs. The problem with knowledge transfer between catalogs lies in inability to map individual products
across the catalogs (different IDs or slightly different portfolio). We believe that proposed PUES, which will serve as an
unified embedding space for products from arbitrary catalog, will enable such unique application. Then, by learning
complementary relations in this space, learned knowledge will be transferable to new catalogs.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The effective and transferable representation of products in the PUES is a core component of our research proposal. To
gain evidence for formulating the research questions and check our initial hypothesis we conduct a series of experiments.

Methodology

Common approach to determine and to evaluate the properties of embedding space is to apply them in subsequent
task(s), i.e., indirect evaluation [21]. To find out if we can obtain meaningful representation of products from their
textual meta-data, we employ Sentence-BERT [25] to compute the product embeddings (it will also serve as one of the
baselines for RQ1). To compute the embeddings, we utilize all available textual meta-data of the product, such as title,
description, brand, technical details, etc. All of the fields are concatenated to single string and put to the Sentence-BERT
as input. Output of the model is d-dimensional vector representation of the input text.

For the subsequent task, we opt for the state-of-the-art next-item sequence recommender CARCA [24], published at
RecSys22. CARCA utilizes attributes of the products as additional information. The source-code for out implementation
is publicly available1. Following the original experiments, we used 3 different versions of CARCA. First version used
only product IDs as input, second used product IDs along with one-hot encoded categorical features of products (e.g.,
fine-grained category, brand) and third used IDs with textual embeddings computed by Sentence-BERT.

Data. The experiments were conducted on widely used Amazon Reviews Dataset [22]. Dataset contains subsets for
each of 29 main product categories. Each subset is available in two versions - 1) full version and 2) five-core version
in which all users and products have at least 5 interactions. For our experiments, we picked 10 datasets with varying
sparsity, and numbers of products and users (for data statistics see Table 1). For the Video Games subset, we created

1https://github.com/r-papso/carca-replication
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also sub version, which is artificially reduced version to lower the average actions per product. It serves to evaluate the
hypothesis that textual embeddings notably improve model performance in cases with small no. of actions per product.

Training and evaluation. Widely adopted leave-one-out protocol was used to evaluate the model [24] - last interaction
from each sequence of the user’s history is left out. The model is trained on the rest of the users’ history. Then,
evaluation is performed by sampling 100 negative products that were not interacted with by the user, and rank the
positive (left-out) product among them. Finally, top 10 ranked products are selected for each user and average Hit-Rate
(HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [10] are computed. For more details, we refer reader to
original paper [24], as we used the same training and evaluation methodology.

Table 1. Dataset statistics. Full is version with all users and products. 5core contains only users and products that have at least 5
actions. Sub is artificially reduced Full version.

# Dataset Version Users Products Actions Avg. actions/user Avg. actions/product

1 Arts, Crafts and Sewing 5core 56,210 22,855 492,492 8.76 21.55
2 Arts, Crafts and Sewing Full 1,576,189 302,372 2,730,361 1.73 9.03
3 Cell Phones 5core 157,212 48,172 1,128,267 7.18 23.42
4 Industrial and Scientific Full 1,245,370 165,682 1,711,934 1.37 10.33
5 Musical Instruments 5core 27,530 10,611 231,312 8.40 21.80
6 Musical Instruments Full 903,050 112,128 1,472,323 1.63 13.13
7 Prime Pantry Full 247,640 10,812 448,035 1.89 41.44
8 Video Games 5core 55,223 17,389 496,315 8.99 28.54
9 Video Games Full 1,539,731 71,908 2,487,867 1.62 34.60
10 Video Games Sub 597,496 55,734 765,738 1.28 13.74

Hyperparameters. We followed suggestions in the original paper of CARCA method [24] - we used fixed hyper-
parameter setup for each dataset. For the architecture of CARCA, we used three attention blocks. Number of heads
per attention layer was set to 3. We used Adam optimizer with learning rate set to 0.001. Dropout rate was set to 0.5.
Dimension d was set to 90, g was set to 450. L2 regularization was set to 0. We trained the model for 500 epochs with
early stopping if no improvement was recorded during 20 subsequent epochs. Length of the sequence was set to 50.

Results

Results show that in some cases (i.e., dataset characteristics), incorporating textual embeddings as input for next-item
recommendation significantly improves both HR and NDCG metrics. Hence in some cases, using the embeddings does
not lead to considerable improvements (Table 2). Despite that the embedding version of the method outperforms other
versions in the HR metric, surprisingly in five cases achieves sub-optimal performance in NDCG (which takes in the
account the quality of recommended list order).

We have further explored various dataset characteristics, in order to identify a common properties, which can indicate
the reason why improvements vary. Based on the comparison it seems that datasets with low avg. number of actions

per product benefit from the textual embeddings the most. On the contrary, when a sufficient activity is available, the
sequences of product IDs sufficiently describe the user behavior and embeddings are not so beneficial. It also may
illustrate, that the standard text-based embedding (which are not fine-tuned for the e-commerce application) include a
lot of bias which degrade the performance (short text description with specific language different from natural texts,
i.e., product names). This supports our research objective and research questions that while using textual embeddings
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of products makes sense and can bring some performance gain, there is a space for improvement of embeddings
themselves.

Table 2. Experimental results. While in #1, #3, #5, #7, #8 and #9, the performance of ID+SBERT recorded slight or no performance
gain (up to +2%) relative to ID version; in #2, #4, #6 and #10, the performance gain was considerably higher (up to +11%). According
to Table 1, these datasets have the lowest avg. actions/product, which means that in such cases, textual embeddings have notable
positive influence on the model performance.

# Dataset Version CARCA ID CARCA ID+onehot CARCA ID+SBERT
HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10

1 Arts, Crafts and Sewing 5core 0.6589 0.4813 0.6570 0.4416 0.6717 0.4734
2 Arts, Crafts and Sewing Full 0.6702 0.4661 0.7651 0.5645 0.7742 0.5799
3 Cell Phones 5core 0.6042 0.4009 0.6200 0.4111 0.6247 0.4094
4 Industrial and Scientific Full 0.6472 0.4310 0.6527 0.4392 0.6780 0.4814
5 Musical Instruments 5core 0.5857 0.3905 0.5709 0.3645 0.5863 0.3783
6 Musical Instruments Full 0.6912 0.4755 0.7301 0.5107 0.7697 0.5659
7 Prime Pantry Full 0.5432 0.3077 0.5350 0.3058 0.5594 0.3196
8 Video Games 5core 0.7268 0.5094 0.7188 0.4861 0.7278 0.4964
9 Video Games Full 0.8261 0.6309 0.8224 0.5896 0.8404 0.6279
10 Video Games Sub 0.5726 0.3535 0.5787 0.3642 0.6546 0.4198

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed our research proposal to Complementary Product Recommendation for catalogs with limited
data. For modelling complementary relations between products, knowledge graphs are natural choice. There are several
advantages of using graph-based models, such as handling relation asymmetry with ease by using directed edges or
employing graph-based algorithms, namely link prediction for discovery of missing relations. Majority of work in CPR
considers co-purchased products as complementary. This is however not always the case, since people regularly buy
unrelated products together. To determine accurate ground truth complements, we propose to employ prompt-based
LLMs like ChatGPT to perform automated data annotation. To address low resource (i.e., sparse) settings of medium
and small e-commerce platforms or their RS providers (RaaS businesses), we propose to apply idea of transfer learning.
To overcome the problem with mapping products across catalogs, we create Product Universal Embedding Space,
which projects products from arbitrary catalogs to one, unified embedding space. Then, by learning the complementary
relations in this space, we are able to transfer learned knowledge across catalogs and long-tail products. To construct the
embedding space, we use product textual and visual meta-data and deep learning models. These models are fine-tuned
on e-commerce data to improve quality of the embeddings and overcome the representation degeneration problem. In
addition, such space is not only viable for CPR, but can serve as a basis to several subsequent tasks in RS, including
product clustering, product categorization, product similarity search and others.
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